ALUMINUM WOOD SYSTEMS

THE ALUMINUM WOOD SYSTEM IS OUR UNIQUE DESIGN INNOVATION FROM A TRADITIONAL WOOD CLAD DOOR. BUILT WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY COMPONENTS AND LATEST ENGINEERING, THE ALUMINUM WOOD BIFOLD SYSTEM IS A GREAT ALL AROUND PERFORMER.

Featuring 2 1/4” thick panels, the ALUMINUM WOOD SYSTEM delivers everything you demand in a clad system: Low maintenance exterior with the beauty of a real natural wood interior, combined with concealed multi-point locks.

THE ALUMINUM WOOD SERIES FEATURES & BENEFITS:

- Signature narrow 3 5/8” stile & rail up to 10’ tall
- Hybrid panel construction of 1 3/4” thick extruded aluminum and 1/2” solid wood interior
- Vertical grain Douglas fir and Mahogany wood species in-stock or custom order
- Any species, including FSC certified woods
- Concealed multi-point locking system for ease of operation, security & single action locking
- Simulated dividing lites (SDL) 1” sculpted profile. Available in most traditional & modern patterns
- 1/4” single to 1 1/2” triple glazing options
- Distinctive white and bronze in-stock finishes or custom Kynar or powdercoat to virtually any color
- Stylish daily door handle trimset and lock included
- Perfect for both contemporary and traditional architectural designs
- Real wood look powdercoat exterior for an all wood look
- Engineered aluminum panel construction better suited to harsh environments than a solid wood door
- Strength and rigidity for panels over 8’ tall
- Wide range of glazing options for improved thermal performance, safety protection and impact resistance
- Combine with our screen or blind system for the ultimate glass and ventilating wall
LaCantina Doors systems are built to last and feature the highest quality hardware for effortless performance. LaCantina Doors folding hardware, handle and locks, are available in stainless steel and bronze finishes.

**HARDWARE**
- Multi-point handle stainless steel
- Multi-point handle bronze
- Two locks stainless steel
- Pull handle stainless steel
- Pull handle bronze

**GLASS**
Dual glazed tempered glass is standard on all LaCantina Door systems. For better energy performance, we feature Cardinal’s LoE glass including LoE-272 and LoE-366. Most commercially available glazing can be used including tinted, obscure, laminated and single glazed. Laminated glass with SGP interlayer can be added for security or impact protection. Should your project require customized glass please contact us to verify availability.

**WOOD**
LaCantina Doors components feature laminated engineered cores for performance and a generous layer of solid stain-grade wood. LaCantina Doors is a true FSC Chain of Custody manufacturer.

**IN-STOCK WOOD**
- Vertical grain douglas fir
- Mahogany

**CUSTOM WOOD**
Custom wood species are available upon request. Popular species include pine, alder, oak, maple, cherry and walnut.

**COLORS**
LaCantina Doors offer a wide range of in-stock, optional and custom colors for the exterior and interior aluminum of your bifolding door system.

**IN-STOCK COLORS**
- White
- Bronze

**OPTIONAL COLORS**
- Black
- Bone white
- Boysenberry
- Brick red
- Charcoal
- Chestnut bronze
- Colonial gray
- Dark chocolate
- Fashion gray
- Fast track white
- Hartford green
- Medium bronze
- Mesa red
- Patina
- Pebble gray
- Rosewood
- Sandstone
- Statuary bronze
- Terratone

**CUSTOM COLORS**
LaCantina Doors offer custom color matching to virtually any color. A 2-coat 70% Kybar is the standard finish. Multi-coat, metallic and premium powdercoat finishes can be specified for your project needs.

**REAL WOOD LOOK**
- Red douglas fir
- Light natural oak
- Light maple
- Light douglas fir
- Light walnut
- Dark cherry

*Actual colors will vary from the print. Please request paint swatch samples.*
SIZING

LaCANTINA DOORS offer a range of configurations up to 16 panels, 8 in each direction, including a 90° zero post system. Visit WWW.LACANTINADOORS.COM for the complete configuration chart and listing or contact us to discuss how our door systems can meet your project needs.

CONFIGURATIONS

LaCANTINA DOORS offer a choice of sill options that perform for a range of conditions. Identify what sill option and floor transition best meet your needs.

SILL CONSIDERATIONS

The WEATHER RESISTANT sill is our standard sill option and provides effective weather sealing for exterior applications similar to raised sills typical of sliding or swinging patio doors. The sill is installed on top of the subfloor and then the finished floor is built up on the interior. Recessing the weather resistant sill provides a minimal transition from inside to outside with effective weather sealing. In this application, the sill is installed into the subfloor and allows the interior finish floor to be level with the interior sill stop.

THE ZERO STEP SILL is our proprietary design that offers a seamless transition for same interior to exterior floor levels. The continuous draft guard seal eliminates the need for door mounted sweeps and effectively closes the gap usually found underneath the doors based on floor conditions and door adjustment. When the doors are closed, the draft guard is rotated into the raised position and protects against wind drafts and weather. When the doors are opened, the draft guard seal drops down flush with the finished floor and creates the ultimate indoor/outdoor experience. The zero step sill is recommended for weather protected openings.

THE GUIDE CHANNEL SILL option is recommended for interior applications when floor levels are the same. It is not suitable for exterior use unless air infiltration is acceptable or there is no risk of water infiltration.

THE COMMERCIAL SILL is ADA compliant and is an option when interior and exterior floor levels are the same and a maximum sill height from finish floor of 1/2" is required. Adequate overhangs are recommended to reduce the risk of water infiltration.

OUR BIFOLD DOOR SYSTEMS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE MOST POPULAR SIZES AND OPENINGS.